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dictions of time and place. Hipparchia 
rejects two Roman lovers, Marius Decius, 
whom she describes as "a rather bulbous 
vegetable" and the dilettante scholar Qui-
tus Verms, and is seemingly rescued by 
Julia, a female friend, who admires her 
"Hellenic spirit." The next section is more 
overtly autobiographical. Here an Ameri
can poet, Raymonde Ransome, tries to as
suage the pain of her husband's past 
infidelities by writing poetry. Helen, the 
protagonist of "Secret Name," shares Hip-
parchia's love of Greek culture and Ray
monde's failed love affairs, but this 
section, set in Egypt where H. D. and Bry-
her had visited, contains traces of cultural 
comment and social comedy. 

The autobiographical Bid Me To Live 
(1960) is characterized by reworkings and 
layerings and Palimpsest can be viewed as 
one of these layers. This later novel, not 
published until 1960, can be viewed as the 
prose equivalent of Helen in Eygpt in that 
it originated many years earlier. Begun in 
1918 its other "layers" include Paint it To
day (1921) and Hedylus (1928), and, as 
H. D. wrote the 1939 draft after complet
ing her period of psychoanalysis, her 
Tribute to Freud (1956), which as Kenneth 
Field has suggested is more a presentation 
of her own "psychic personage" than an 
account of Freud's interpretations. As sug
gested earlier it is because of Bid Me to 
Live that H. D. is viewed in relation to 
Lawrence. In fact she readily admitted that 
the book is a roman a clef based on the 
time when Lawrence and Frieda stayed in 
the flat she shared with Richard Aldington 
in Mecklenburgh Square in London. Yet it 
reveals not only insights into H. D.'s emo
tional and spiritual life but also into her 
creative process in its experimentation 
with polyphony and stream of conscious
ness. 

An overview of her literary career in
dicates that there is more to this writer than 
the reductive "H. D." suggests and Hilda 
Doolittle's subsequent oeuvre, the longer 

poems and experiments with prose fiction, 
moved beyond the confines of Pound's 
"imagiste" label. She was awarded the 
Harriet Monroe Memorial Prize in 1958, 
the Brandeis Award in 1959 and the poetry 
award of the American Academy of Arts 
and Letters in 1960. More recently femi
nist critics have reclaimed her from asso
ciations with her male contemporaries and 
have assessed her poetry and prose in its 
own right. There have been autobiogra
phies and posthumous autobiographical 
publications, HERmione (1981), The Gift 
(1982) and Asphodel (1992). Hermetic 
Definition, a collection of late arcane and 
spiritual poems was published in 1972 and 
Collected Poems 1912-1944 in 1983. 

Ann Hurford 
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Dos Passos, John (Roderigo) 
(1896-1970) 

U.S. novelist, playwright, journalist, 
painter, poet, and political activist. 

Best known for the politically and ar
tistically radical satires Manhattan Trans
fer (1925) and the U.S.A. trilogy (1938; 
The 42nd Parallel [1930]; Nineteen Nine
teen [1932]; The Big Money [1936]), Dos 
Passos was acclaimed by Sartre "the great
est writer of our time." His life experiences 
through to the late 1930s, even without 
these writings, would qualify him as a key 
figure in international modernism. 

Born illegitimate in a Chicago hotel to 
a lawyer who rose from office boy to com
mand an unprecedented fee for establish
ing the Sugar Trust (controlling 98% of 
U.S. refining), Dos Passos was raised by 
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his mother in Europe as a foundling. He 
assumed his name when his parents mar
ried in 1910 following his father's first 
wife's death. At private schools in England 
and the United States his accent, name and 
background rendered him foreign. He thus 
began extensive transatlantic traveling 
during childhood, was close to the work
ings of corporate capitalism that recur
rently emerge in his work, had access 
through wealth and education to the most 
influential figures of the era, yet remained 
perpetually an outsider. 

He toured Europe and the Near East, 
where his personal aesthetic germinated in 
realizing that Greek statuary was origi
nally adorned with painted surface detail 
rather than, as classicism taught, consist
ing of pure form. Entering Harvard, Dos 
Passos befriended E. E. Cummings, 
joined the Poetry Society, visited the Ar
mory Show in 1913, and became involved 
with Harvard Monthly. He began his third 
published novel Streets of Night (1924), 
and published an essay, "Against Ameri
can Literature," in New Republic. 

Dos Passos's father stopped him join
ing the ambulance corps and sent him to 
Spain to study architecture. On his father's 
death in 1917 he joined the Norton-Harjes 
Ambulance Unit and served in France. He 
was gas-bombed in Italy, but also encoun
tered Italian art and met Hemingway. 
Having joined the Red Cross he was sent 
home for criticizing the war. Enlisted in 
the United States Army Medical Corps, he 
returned to France. 

In peacetime, Dos Passos studied at 
the Sorbonne, published (after accepting 
bowdlerization) in London his first novel, 
One Man's Initiation-1917 (1920; reis
sued uncut, 1969) and traveled in Spain. 
He studied art in New York, contributed to 
journals including The Dial and The Na
tion, and worked for the Red Cross in the 
Near East. 1922 saw publication of a book 
on Spanish culture (involving personal 
Iberian introspection), a poetry volume, 

and the novel that brought fame, Three 
Soldiers, which indicted wartime futility, 
absurdity, and suffering. 

In New York Dos Passos knew the 
Fitzgeralds, Edmund Wilson, and Sher
wood Anderson; exhibited his art; and 
published Manhattan Transfer. He met Le-
ger, Cendrars and other modernists in 
Paris, attended Stein's salon, and cele
brated a Spanish fiesta with Hemingway. 

In 1925 Dos Passos co-founded the so
cialist magazine New Masses and reported 
the murder trial of the anarchist Sacco and 
his associate Vanzetti, whose defense he 
assisted, and in 1927 published a poem 
protesting their execution; this event 
prompted international demonstrations, 
during which Dos Passos was imprisoned. 
The same year, Orient Express (sponta
neous travel writings) praised poems by 
Cendrars that Dos Passos later translated 
and illustrated {'Panama or the Adven
tures of My Seven Uncles " and Other Po
ems [1931]). 

Visiting Hemingway in Florida in 
1928 Dos Passos met his future wife. Dur
ing a long stay in Russia he discussed film 
with Eisenstein, Pudovkin, and others. Af
ter honeymooning in Europe and Mexico, 
Dos Passos settled on Cape Cod but con
tinued to travel. Although disappointed 
with leftist politics, he joined the National 
Committee for the Defense of Political 
Prisoners in 1931, visited striking Ken
tucky coal miners, and voted communist 
in the 1932 presidential election. New 
Masses criticized him for condemning 
communist disruption of a 1934 Socialist 
Party rally in New York. In Hollywood, he 
scripted von Sternberg's The Devil Is a 
Woman (1935). 

Dos Passos graced the cover of Time 
when The Big Money was published. Left
ists judged the book pessimistic. He sup
ported Roosevelt's 1936 presidential 
campaign, then joined Hemingway, Hell-
mann, MacLeish and others to produce a 
Spanish Civil War documentary {The 
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Spanish Earth) in 1937. In Spain to assist 
Hemingway and director Ivens, he lost 
faith when communist "allies" executed 
his Republican friend Jose Robles. Hem
ingway counseled silence to protect the 
cause and his reputation: they became es
tranged. Dos Passos published "Farewell 
to Europe!" in Common Sense, praising 
"Anglo-Saxon democracy" as "the best 
political method." He mounted a one-man 
show of drawings in New York, and pub
lished Adventures of a Young Man, about 
a leftist fighting for Franco after harsh 
treatment in the American labor move
ment. This inaugurated a second trilogy, 
District of Columbia (1939-49, 1952), 
which despaired that America would never 
cultivate individual liberty and self-deter
mination. 

Later prolific writings, including pa
triotic, sentimental biographies and histo
ries, damaged Dos Passos's reputation. 
Increasingly conservative both as social 
commentary and artistically, they aban
doned condemnation of free enterprise 
while attacking financiers, labor leaders 
and younger generations with equal sever
ity. Dos Passos defended McCarthyism in 
the 1950s and attended the 1964 Repub
lican National Convention, supporting 
Goldwater's presidential nomination, yet 
insisted his views remained consistent: his 
first Harvard Monthly essay had praised 
technocracy while questioning its effect on 
individualism. 

Manhattan Transfer and U.S.A. deploy 
modernism as a revolutionary restructur
ing of culture. Wartime juxtapositions of 
horror and classical beauty demanded 
comprehensiveness that a cubist approach 
provided. The title Manhattan Transfer, al
luding to a commuter interchange, appo
sitely summarizes its form and strategies. 
Variegated citizens traverse multiple nar
ratives, spanning forty years and combin
ing history and fiction, as the city becomes 
a metropolis, finance center, immigrants' 
haven, and embarkation point for troops 

and wealthy tourists. Dos Passos reputedly 
drafted each character's linear narrative 
before literally cutting and intersplicing 
them like film, incorporating incidental 
trolley accidents, speeding fire engines, 
accounts of kidnappings, and unexpected 
acts of violence—characteristic city sen
sations from tabloids and cinema. The 
fragmentation and energy of the writing, 
together with its embracing of low-life 
naturalism, led one critic to call it "an ex
plosion in a cesspool." Objective descrip
tions, coldly scrutinizing urban existence, 
intertwine with variations on interior 
monologue and stream of consciousness, 
such as this synesthetic representation of 
drunkenness: 

Bars yawned bright to them at the cor
ners of rainseething streets. Yellow light 
off mirrors and brass rails and gilt frames 
around pictures of pink naked women 
was looped and slopped into whisky-
glasses guzzled fiery with tipped back 
head, oozed bright through the blood, 
popped bubbly out of ears and eyes, 
dripped spluttering off fingertips. (93; 
Penguin, 1987) 

(Dos Passos's celebrated cinematic 
style in fact is well in advance of 1920s 
film, evoking sound as well as smells and 
physical sensations, and creating painterly 
patterns of color, in ways unavailable to 
filmmakers at the time.) Although more 
concerned with political, economic, and 
social forces than individualism, Dos Pas
sos sympathizes with his characters. In 
line with his refusal to join the Communist 
Party, rejected as dogmatic and inflexible, 
his Marxism is humanist, intuitive rather 
than scientific. Human perception refracts 
the abstract ideals and shortcomings of the 
United States' emergence as a world 
power. Authenticating detail such as a 
piece of grit between a character's teeth 
receives equal attention to the rise of bol-
shevism. The individual narratives, seem
ingly arbitrary as characters are introduced 
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gradually, impressionistically, and incon
sistently, follow success and decline, 
achievement and disillusionment, fulfill
ment and personal tragedy: epic ingredi
ents, insignificant against the impersonal 
dazzle and magnitude of burgeoning sky
scrapers. The opening image, "broken 
boxes, orangerinds, spoiled cabbage 
heads" bobbing in the harbor, anticipates 
1930s social realism, but its symbolism 
also parallels Eliot's The Waste Land (Dos 
Passos's worldview is equally sterile), just 
as the commuters disembarking from a 
ferry recall Eliot's hordes crossing London 
Bridge. The imagist-like intensity of the 
first sustained metaphor—passengers 
"crushed and jostling like apples fed down 
a chute into a press"—evokes the wider 
background of mass immigration as well 
as daily commerce. The individualized 
characters, typical rather than average, are 
visionaries, decision makers, parasites, 
and victims—or cogs, loose parts, raw ma
terials, and by-products of an environment 
repeatedly described in hard, metallic im
agery: this includes natural phenomena, 
such as clouds "bright and white like tin
foil." 

U.S.A., likewise a machine to fight an 
oppressive machine, covers similar events 
but now encompasses the entire continent, 
America's emergent military and industrial 
dominance (much of the action occurs 
abroad), and the Depression. Again the 
structure is primarily interlinked personal 
narratives ("U.S.A. is the speech of the 
people"), but this time lives are increas
ingly determined less by abstract forces 
and more by characters' propensity to 
greed, selfishness and pettiness: human 
weakness compromises the system. Trans
atlantic voyages and endless train jour
neys, across Europe and Central and South 
America as well as the States, reinforce the 
epic inexorability of modernity, restless 
and random. Drunken driving, airplane 
flights, and subjectively-described fatal 

crashes create a negatively futurist vision 
of unconstrained energies. The war, rather 
than a noble cause, is a public-relations ex
ercise whipped up for political and indus
trial advantage, providing most characters 
opportunities not for service, which is 
hardly mentioned (perhaps too traumatic 
to recall), but relentless drinking and for
nication. Prominent movers in technology, 
marketing, politics and the arts—makers 
of the twentieth century—are by the end 
dead from heart attacks, alcoholism, or 
suicide occasioned by ennui. Interpolated 
between these fictional lives are "News-
reels": snippets of actual headlines, reports 
and popular songs reminiscent of The 
Waste Land, concurrent with the narratives 
and relating their individual concerns to 
the collective life of the nation. Autobio
graphical sections titled "The Camera 
Eye" provide fragmented, first-hand im
pressions of unfolding events. Potted bi
ographies of eminent modern Americans 
(Edison, Ford, Hearst, and so on) complete 
the picture; simply written, parodying 
Horatio Alger success parables, many are 
subtly scathing. Most striking is "The 
Body of an American," an obscenely 
graphic, cynical prose-poem about the Un
known Soldier, presented as a collective 
protagonist sold out by the peace settle
ment; its frankness and horror convey 
modernist disgust with abuse of language, 
confirmed as advertising and propaganda 
displace headlines in the "Newsreels" and 
presentation supplants concern with prod
uct in businesses run by several characters. 
Juxtaposed sections contrast and conflict, 
confirm, contradict, and ironize, forging 
new meanings through interaction accord
ing to Eisensteinian montage principles. 

These novels, eclipsed by Joyce 
(whose methods Dos Passos virtually 
single-handedly introduced to America), 
became an embarrassment as political fic
tion lost favor and the author's writing 
grew irascible and dull. Yet they were 
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highly influential in their day, as witness a 
sidewalk scene in Manhattan Transfer that 
presages Lawrence's description of Lady 
Chatterley's alienated drive through Tev-
ershall: "Aloof, as if looking through thick 
glass into an aquarium, she watched faces, 
fruit in store-windows, cans of vegetables, 
jars of olives, redhotpokerplants in a flo
rist's, newspapers, electric signs drifting 
by." The achievement of U.S.A. is in com
bining painterly description—often dis
missed as formalist experimentation— 
with free indirect discourse, intertextuality 
and image structures, rendering inner lives 
more vividly and judgmentally, as in 
Joyce's Dubliners, than is often recog
nized. A hyper-romantic art student's ex
istence, for example, under a "very-pale 
blue sky" with "piles of dovegray fluffy 
clouds," utilizes the stark monotones of 
Whistler (her mother even dies of "perni
cious anaemia"); another moves into a 
smart set whose bored conversation ex
plicitly evokes Eliot's "Prufrock," before 
going to New Mexico to lose her virginity 
in a passionate affair with a Spanish artist 
named O'Riely: an affectionate parody of 
Lawrence. Understated intense experi
ences—"They ate fritto misto and drank a 
lot of fine gold Frascati wine at the restau
rant above the waterfall"; "She was trem
bling when he came to her on the bed. It 
was all right, but she bled a good deal and 
they didn't have a very good time"—un
mistakably recall Hemingway. Attention to 
heteroglossia and dialogism could advance 
an overdue critical rehabilitation. 

Nigel Morris 
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Dubliners (1914) 

Written between 1904 and 1907, James 
Joyce's Dubliners is a collection of fifteen 
short stories later arranged as a themati-
cally integrated and chronologically 
ordered series. The mostly lower-middle-
class characters in the apparently undra-
matic stories illustrate the disabling effects 
of family, religion, and nationality. 

Joyce had great difficulty finding a 
publisher as he refused to alter passages 
considered objectionable (see "Gas from 
a Burner" for Joyce's sarcastic reaction to 
the publication squabbles). During 1906 
he described the governing idea of the 
collection in letters to the English pub
lisher Grant Richards: "My intention was 
to write a chapter of the moral history of 
my country and I chose Dublin for the 
scene because that city seemed to me the 
centre of paralysis. I have tried to present 
it to the indifferent public under four of 
its aspects: childhood, adolescence, ma
turity and public life. The stories are ar
ranged in this order. I have written it for 
the most part in a style of scrupulous 
meanness and with the conviction that he 
is a very bold man who dares to alter in 
the presentment, still more to deform, 
whatever he has seen or heard." 

Joyce declared that "I believe that in 
composing my chapter of moral history in 
exactly the way I have composed it I have 
taken the first step towards the spiritual lib
eration of my country," and, defending 
Dubliners against possible charges of in
decency, emphasized that "It is not my 
fault that the odour of ashpits and old 
weeds and offal hangs round my stories. I 
seriously believe that you will retard the 
course of civilisation in Ireland by pre
venting the Irish people from having one 
good look at themselves in my nicely pol
ished looking-glass." The collection was 
eventually published by Grant Richards in 
1914. 
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